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Abstract—A general weapon-target assignment (WTA) problem
is to find a proper assignment of weapons to targets with the ob-
jective of minimizing the expected damage of own-force asset. Ge-
netic algorithms (GAs) are widely used for solving complicated op-
timization problems, such as WTA problems. In this paper, a novel
GA with greedy eugenics is proposed. Eugenics is a process of im-
proving the quality of offspring. The proposed algorithm is to en-
hance the performance of GAs by introducing a greedy reforma-
tion scheme so as to have locally optimal offspring. This algorithm
is successfully applied to general WTA problems. From our simula-
tions for those tested problems, the proposed algorithm has the best
performance when compared to other existing search algorithms.

Index Terms—Evolutionary optimization, genetic algorithm
(GA), greedy algorithm, local search, weapon-target assignment
(WTA).

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE weapon-target assignment (WTA) problem is to find
a proper assignment of weapons to targets with the objec-

tive of minimizing the expected damage of own-force assets.
This is an NP-complete problem [1], [2]. Various methods for
solving optimization problems have been reported in the lit-
erature [3]–[7]. These methods are based on graph search ap-
proaches and usually result in exponential computational com-
plexities. As a consequence, it is difficult to solve these types of
problems directly while the number of targets or weapons are
large [1], [4], [6], [8], [31]. Recently, genetic algorithms (GAs)
have widely been used as search algorithms in various appli-
cations and have also demonstrated satisfactory performances
[9]–[20]. In our previous work [21], [51], we have employed
general GAs to solve WTA problems. Even though those ap-
proaches could find the best solution in those simulated cases,
the search efficiency did not seem good enough. In this paper,
we propose a novel approach, in which a gene reformation for
WTA problems is introduced. Such a reformation scheme is re-
ferred to as aeugenic process for offspring.
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The concept of eugenic is to find a better candidate nearby the
current one before moving to the next stage of search. Tradition-
ally, those eugenic mechanisms are calledlocal search mecha-
nismsin various systems. Many local search approaches can be
found in various search algorithms, such as ant colonies opti-
mization (ACO) [22], [23], greedy randomized adaptive search
procedure (GRASP) [24], etc. There also exist approaches em-
ploying local search into GAs. In the literature, a GA equipped
with a local search approach is referred to as the memetic algo-
rithm, the genetic local search, the hybrid GA, or the cultural
algorithm [19], [25]–[27]. Those algorithms emulate cultural
evolution or the evolution of ideas [19], [28]–[30]. In those al-
gorithms, a population of ideas can be maintained. Ideas can be
recombined to create new ideas. Good ideas are more useful
than weak ones. The unit of information in those algorithms
is referred to as a meme and it can be improved by problem-
specific heuristics. In our paper, local search is viewed as a
gene reformation process in evolutionary algorithms. In order to
have fruitful reformation, instead of using a random trial process
as is usually used in the literature, the proposed algorithm is
to greedily reform the current chromosome. Such a process is
called thegreedy eugenics. Furthermore, the elite preserving
crossover (EX) is also proposed to improve the evolution per-
formance for WTA problems. Several examples are used in our
paper and the results have shown better search efficiency of our
approach than that of other existing algorithms. In order to show
the effectiveness of our approach, we also used the quadratic as-
signment problems (QAPs) [53], [54] as examples. The simula-
tion results again showed the superiority of our approach.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a mathemat-
ical formulation of WTA problems is introduced. The general
GA for WTA problems is described in Section III. The GA with
eugenic mechanisms is presented and discussed in Section IV.
In Section V, the results of employing the proposed algorithm
to solve general WTA problems are presented. Besides, QAP is
also employed as an xample. Several existing algorithms were
also employed for comparison. The performance showed the
superiority of our algorithm. Finally, Section VI concludes the
paper.

II. WEAPON-TARGET ASSIGNMENT(WTA) PROBLEMS

On modern battlefields, it is an important task for battle
managers to make a proper WTA to defend own-force as-
sets. As an example in considering anti-aircraft weapons of
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naval battle force platforms, threat targets may be launched
from surface ships, aircrafts, or submarines. These targets
have different probabilities of killing to platforms which are
dependent on the target types. Thus, a WTA decision-aided
system is strongly desired in helping and training planners
to make proper decisions on the battlefield. In this research,
we first considered the above weapons to targets assignment
problem as an optimization problem, such that the optimal
assignment for a scenario of attack can be found. Hopefully,
such findings can bring some insight information for battlefield
planners. Besides, if a constraint about exhaustive and exclusive
assignments is imposed [51], it becomes a QAP, except with a
different form of cost function. Actually, WTA problems can
also be abstractly viewed as the resource allocation problems
[6], [52], which can be seen in various fields. The approaches
discussed in this paper can directly be used for those problems.

In our WTA problems, the following assumptions are made.
The first one is that there are weapons and targets and
all weapons must be assigned to targets. It is worth noting that
in our previous work [21], [51], this assumption is further re-
stricted to and that all targets must also be assigned.
Such a restricted assumption, in fact, has largely reduced the
search space, but also may restrict the diversity of solutions. In
our paper, a WTA problem with the assumption stated here is re-
ferred to as thegeneral WTA problem.If the restricted assump-
tions as those in [51] are used, it is called theconstrained WTA
problem. The second assumption is that the individual proba-
bility of killing ( ) by assigning the th weapon to theth
target is known for all and . This probability defines the ef-
fectiveness of theth weapon to destroy theth target. It is easy
to verify that the overall probability of theth target being de-
stroyed is . Then, the considered WTA prob-
lems are to minimize the following cost function [1], [21], [51]:

(1)

subject to the assumption that all weapons must be assigned to
targets; that is

for (2)

where is a Boolean value indicating whether theth weapon
is assigned to theth target. indicates that the th
weapon is assigned to theth target. Here, is the ex-
pected damage value of theth target to the asset. Thus, (1)
simply summarizes the overall damage for all targets.is a fea-
sible assignment list and indicates that theth weapon
is assigned to theth target. If a constrained WTA problem is
considered, the above constraints become ( )

(3)

III. GENETIC ALGORITHMS (GAs) FOR WEAPON-TARGET

ASSIGNMENT(WTA) PROBLEMS

GAs have been considered as a class of general-purpose
search strategies for optimization problems. A general GA
is shown as follows [15]. Let and be parents and
offspring in generation.

Procedure: General GA
Begin

;
Initialize ;
Evaluate ;
While (not matched with the termination

conditions) do
Recombine to yield ;
Evalute ;
Select from and ;

;
End

End

The GA starts with a set of randomly selected chromosomes
as the initial population that encodes a set of possible solutions.
Variables of a problem are represented as genes in a chromo-
some, and chromosomes are evaluated according to their fit-
ness values, which are obtained by evaluating the considered
fitness function or cost function such as (1). Recombination typ-
ically involves two genetic operators: 1) crossover and 2) muta-
tion. Genetic operators alter the composition of genes to create
new chromosomes referred to as offspring. The selection op-
erator is an artificial version of natural selection, a Darwinian
survival of the fittest among populations, to create populations
from generation to generation. Chromosomes with better fitness
have higher probabilities of being selected in the next genera-
tion. After several generations, GA can converge to the best so-
lution. The used chromosomes and genetic operations for our
WTA problem are briefly introduced in the following.

The encoding of WTA solutions is straightforward. The per-
mutation is encoded as a vector of targets and the value of the
th component (gene) indicates to which target theth weapon

is assigned. Take and as an example. The chro-
mosome (2 3 1 3) represents an assignment list where weapon
1 is assigned to target 2, weapon 2 is assigned to target 3, and
so on. It is noted that there are exactgenes in a chromosome
and their corresponding values are integers between 1 and.

The one-cut-point (OCP) crossover, inversion mutation, and
roulette selection operators are employed as the basic operations
in GA [15], [32]. The OCP operator is to randomly generate
OCP and to swap the cut parts of two parents so as to generate
offspring. However, if the considered problem is a constrained
WTA problem [21], a repair process must be used after swap-
ping to ensure the feasibility of new chromosomes.

In this paper, we propose a novel crossover operator (the (EX)
operator). The concept of EX is to construct offspring with pos-
sibly good genes from parents. EX is modified from CX (also
called UX) in [19]. In the CX operator, the information con-
tained in both parents is preserved. EX also adopts the similar
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concept, except it preserves only those genes supposed to be
“good.” In our implementation, when the value of theth gene
is and if is the highest value among all targets
assigned to theth weapon, it is called a “good” gene. Note that
the problem considered in [19] has constraints for their solu-
tions and then a repair algorithm must be employed to make new
chromosomes feasible. Thus, if constrained WTA problems are
considered, the same repair algorithm must also be employed.
The EX operation is described in the following steps.

Step 1) Find genes with the same valuesin both parents.
Step 2) Inherit “good” genes from both parents.
Step 3) Randomly select two genes that are not inherited

from parents.
Step 4) Exchange the selected genes in both parents to gen-

erate offspring.
Step 5) Go to Step 1 until a stop criterion is satisfied.
Step 6) Return the solution.

To see the procedure, consider two parents

First, the genes of 1, 3, 5, and 7 are of the same values in both
parents. The values of among these weapon-
target pairs of the first, third, fifth, and seventh weapons
( and ) to all targets ( – ) are evaluated.
Assumed is that these values of , ,
and are the highest values among those cor-
responding weapon-target pairs. Then, these “good” genes
are inherited from parents. Thereafter, two positions, e.g., the
fourth and the seventh positions, are selected at random in
parents and then genes are exchanged to generate the offspring
as

These steps are repeated until a stop criterion is satisfied. The
used criterion is simply that the process is repeatedtimes,
which is randomly generated and . Note that the
crossover operation will not be performed if the number of avail-
able genes for selection is less than two.

Mutation operations are to randomly change a gene in the
chromosome times [15], where is randomly gen-
erated. After offspring are generated, it needs to select chromo-
somes as the next generation population. A set of chromosomes
as is selected from the pool of parents and offspring
to reduce the population to its original size. The used selection
strategy is referred to as the -ES (evolution strategy)
survival [19], [33], where is the population size and is the
number of offspring created. The process simply deletes redun-
dant chromosomes and then retains the bestchromosomes in

. After those new chromosomes are selected, the process
is repeated until a stop criterion, such as enough generations
found or after a fixed time of running, is satisfied.

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of GA with a eugenic mechanism.

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM (GA) WITH EUGENIC MECHANISMS

Recently, local search approaches combined with GAs have
been considered as good alternatives for solving optimization
problems [18], [24], [25], [34]–[38]. Local search approaches
have the advantage of exploring the neighborhood of a solution
to provide a variety for possible solutions in a local manner.
Usually, such local search mechanisms are applied to the ob-
tained offspring to generate a set of better . From the
evolutionary viewpoint, local search can be viewed as a eugenic
process, which may involve the use of domain knowledge in
defining good genes. From our simulations, it can be seen that if
specific-problem heuristics are embedded into local search ap-
proaches, the search performance can be significantly improved.
Thus, in our research, we call local search approacheseugenic
processes. Recent work suggests that eugenic mechanisms at
best be integrated into genetic operators [49], [50]. Thus, in this
paper, the eugenic mechanism is performed after genetic opera-
tors and the diagram of GA with eugenic mechanisms is shown
in Fig. 1. Various eugenic mechanisms are used to demonstrate
our idea about using the greedy concept in the place of eugenic
processes. They are simple eugenics, simulated annealing, im-
mune operator, and greedy eugenics. We shall introduce them
in the following subsections.

A. Simple Eugenics

The concept of eugenics is illustrated by the following simple
algorithm [19]:
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Procedure: Simple eugenics
Begin
While (the eugenic process has not been

stopped) do
Generate a neighborhood solution

If then
End

End

The process of eugenics starts from a found feasible solu-
tion and repeatedly tries to improve the current assignment by
local changes. If a better assignment is found, then it replaces
the current assignment and the algorithm searches from the new
assignment again. These steps are repeated until a criterion is
satisfied. The used criterion usually is to perform times of
local changes, where is randomly generated. Usu-
ally, the neighborhood solution is defined as a chromosome ob-
tained by randomly swapping two positions in the current chro-
mosome [19], [39].

B. Simulated Annealing (SA) Algorithm

Simulated annealing (SA) algorithms are widely used for
solving optimization problems [40]–[42]. SA is an analogy
to the annealing process of solids, which is the process of
healing up a solid to a high temperature and then cooling down
gradually. With the capability of escaping from local optimums
by incorporating a probability function in accepting or rejecting
new solutions, SA enables asymptotic convergence to the
optimal solution. In our approach, SA serves as an alternative
to simple eugenics and is employed as eugenic mechanism to
take advantages of search strategies in which cost-deteriorating
neighborhood solution may possibly be accepted in searching
for the optimal solutions. The SA algorithm is as follows
[41]–[44]:

Procedure: SA algorithm
Begin

Define the initial temperature and
the coefficient ;

While (SA has not been frozen) do

While (equilibrium is not approached
sufficiently close) do

Generate a new solution from the cur-
rent solution;

fitness of new solution fit-
ness of current solution;

;
If random then
Accept the new solution; current so-

lution new solution;
;

End
;

End
Update the maximum and minimum fitness;

,

End
End

The initial temperature is [20]

(4)

where is the elitist fitness value from the beginning of
the running. A way of generating new solutions is to inverse two
randomly selected positions in the current solution. The new
generated solution will be regarded as the next solution only
when random , where random is a
random value generated from a uniform distribution in the in-
terval [0,1]. It is easy to see that when the generated solution
is better, is negative and is always greater
than one. Thus, the solution is always updated. When the new
solution is not better than its ancestor, the solution may still re-
place its ancestor in a random manner. New solutions are repeat-
edly generated until the equilibrium state is approached suffi-
ciently close. The used equilibrium state is defined similarly to
that used in [45] and is

or
(5)

where
number of new solutions generated;
number of new solutions accepted;
maximum number of generations;
maximum number of accepted new solutions.

This algorithm is repeated until it enters a frozen situation,
which is

or (6)

and are the maximum and minimum fitness
values, respectively, and and are prespecified constants.

and are used in our simulations.

C. Immune Operator

In the above approaches, eugenic processes are domain in-
dependent. The immunity, however, provide another concept in
which problem-specific heuristics are used for eugenic mecha-
nisms. The immunity is a remarkable adaptive system [46]–[48].
Biologically, the function of immunity is to protect a body from
antigens. When incorporated into GAs, immunity can use local
information to improve the search capability during the evolu-
tionary process. In [20], an immune operator was proposed to
solve the travel salesman problem. The algorithm consists of
two main operations: 1) the vaccination used for reducing the
current fitness and 2) the immune selection used for preventing
deterioration [20]. The process of vaccination is to modify genes
of the current chromosome with heuristics so as to possibly gain
better fitness. The immune selection includes two steps. The
first one is called theimmune testand the second one is called
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theannealing selection. The immune test is used to test the vac-
cinated genes and the annealing selection is used to accept these
genes with a probability according to their fitness.

Similar to that used in [20], the vaccination operation is ap-
plied to keep “good” genes and modify other genes. In our im-
plementation, when theth weapon is assigned to theth target
with being the highest among all targets, this gene
is defined as a “good” gene. If it is not a “good” gene, the gene
is replaced by a randomized integer between one to. In the
immune test, modified genes with better fitness values are al-
ways accepted and those with worse fitness values may also be
accepted according to the annealing selection. In our implemen-
tation, the selection probability for theth modified gene is cal-
culated as

(7)

(8)

where is the value of at generation . It is
noted that the annealing selection is similar to that used in [20].

D. Greedy Eugenics

In the above three approaches, eugenics is considered as a
mechanism used for enhancing the search capability for GA. In
this research, we viewed the search in GA as a mechanism pro-
viding a main portion of diversity in search and the eugenics
as a major role nailing down a local optimum for the solution
provided by GA. Thus, in this paper, instead of using random
mechanisms or some powerful global search mechanisms to find
a neighbor, we propose to use a greedy reformation scheme in
the place of eugenics. In other words, the proposed eugenic
scheme is to greedily reform the current chromosome. Even
though greedy algorithms may have a great possibility to be
trapped into a local optimum, due to crossover and mutation op-
erations and the parallel search nature used in GAs, the search
can easily escape from local optima. Hence, if a greedy eugenics
is used, it can find locally best solutions quickly and will not be
trapped in local optima. As a result, the proposed algorithm can
have a more effective search than other algorithms do.

The problem-specific heuristics used in our greedy algorithm
is similar to that used for the immunity operator such that the
comparison between them is fair. The idea is to greedily as-
sign targets to weapons that have the highest .
The flow diagram of the proposed greedy eugenics is shown
in Fig. 2. In the first phase, for those targets existing in the
current chromosome define their as and
sort in a descending order. Weaponwith
the highest is selected and assigned to theth
target in the new chromosome. After this assignment, the cor-
responding is updated as .
This weapon selection process continues until all currently ex-
isting targets have been assigned in the chromosome. Since there
are no constraints in our WTA problems, there may exist unas-
signed weapons in the new chromosome. Then, in the second

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of greedy eugenics for general WTA problems.

phase, those unassigned weapons then greedily select the tar-
gets with the highest . Note that in this process,
all targets, including those not in the current chromosome, are
considered. In the first phase, the process attempts to maintain
certain properties in the original chromosome. In this algorithm,
the used property is the set of targets in the original chromo-
some. In the second phase of the assignment, since the target
set property has been satisfied, the assignment process become
truly greedy for all targets. After the new chromosome is gen-
erated, it is evaluated. In our implementation, in order to keep
diversity under greedy eugenics, the population of the next gen-
eration will include the original chromosome generated by GA
and the best chromosome generated in the eugenic process.
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Fig. 3. Flow diagram of greedy eugenics for constrained WTA problems.

In our paper, we also consider another greedy idea, of which
the assignment of weapons to targets should be as diverse as pos-
sible. An extreme case becomes the constrained WTA problem.
When the constrained WTA problem is considered, the flow dia-
gram of the used greedy eugenics is shown in Fig. 3. In this algo-
rithm, the assignment is performed based on either weapons or
targets depending on whether a random numberis larger than
a prespecified . When the assignment is based on weapons,
another random numberis used to decide to forward or back-
ward modify the assigned target-weapon pairs in the chromo-
some. From later simulations, it is found that this approach can
have very efficient search due to its search space is much smaller
than that of general WTA problems. However, when the number
of weapons and targets are large, due to its constraints the found
solution may not be the optimal solution.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In simulations, we need to identify a set of parameters. We
performed simulations of five scenarios with various values for
those parameters. The size of the initial population for GA is all
set as the maximum number of targets or weapons considered.
The tested values are: the crossover probability , 0.3,
0.6, 0.8, 0.9; the mutation probability , 0.1, 0.4, 0.9;
and , 0.5, 0.9 for SA. The results are all similar. We

keep the following values as default: , , and
, because under these values, the results are fair in all

algorithms.
First, a simple case consisting of randomized data for ten tar-

gets and weapons is used to investigate the performances for
various crossover operators. Simulations are conducted for ten
trials and the average results are reported. All simulations use
the same initial population, which are randomly generated. The
maximum number of generations is set as gen
and experiments were run on PCs with a Pentium 1-GHz pro-
cessor. The results for using OCP, modified CX (MCX), and
EX are listed in Table I. MCX is similar to CX adopted in [19].
MCX keeps genes with the information contained in both par-
ents and the other genes are randomly selected from parents.
In other words, MCX is CX without the repairing process. In
Table I, we report the best fitness value, the standard deviation
in parentheses, the percentage of convergence in ten trials, aver-
aged converged generation, and averaged converged CPU time.
Also in the table, 100% means that all ten tests converge to the
best fitness. It is marked as “N/A” if the optimal value is not
found within the maximum generation in any trials. It is clearly
evident that the EX operator can find better fitness values with
less CPU time than other operators do in both general GAs and
GAs with greedy eugenics. Since the EX operator has the best
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TABLE I
SIMULATION RESULTS FORRANDOMIZED DATA OF W = 10 AND T = 10.

RESULTSARE AVERAGED OVER TEN TRIALS

TABLE II
BEST FITNESS VALUES OF RANDOMIZED SCENARIOS OBTAINED BY

VARIOUS SEARCH ALGORITHMS AFTER TWO HOURS OFRUNNING.
RESULTSARE AVERAGED OVER TEN TRIALS

performances among those operators, it is employed as the de-
fault crossover operator in the following simulations.

Next, the performances of various search algorithms are in-
vestigated. These algorithms include general GA, SA algorithm,
GA with general eugenics, GA with SA as eugenics, GA with
immunity as eugenics, repeating randomly made chromosome
with greedy eugenics, and GA with greedy eugenics. The al-
gorithm of repeating randomly made chromosome with greedy
eugenics is to randomly generate feasible solutions, then apply
greedy eugenics to those solutions. Since these algorithms are
search algorithms, it is not easy to stop their search in a fair
basis from the algorithm itself. Since the issue considered in
this research is the search efficiency of algorithms, in our com-
parison, we simply stopped these algorithms after a fixed time
of running. Those simulations are to see which algorithm can
find a better solution in a fixed period of running. Experiments
were also run on PCs with a Pentium 1-GHz processor and were
stopped after two hours of running. Since we need to run ten
tests for each algorithm, it may not be feasible to run too long.
If the running time is too short, the results may not be signifi-
cant. To run algorithms for two hours is only a handy selection.
The results of averaged best fitness and the standard deviation

Fig. 4. Fitness curves of various algorithms forW = 50 andT = 50.

TABLE III
SIMULATION RESULTS FORRANDOMIZED DATA OFW = 120 AND T = 100

Fig. 5. Fitness curves forW = 120 andT = 100.

in parentheses are listed in Table II, and the fitness curves by
generations are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the computational
times required for one generation are different for different al-
gorithms. From Table II, it is easy to see that the GA with eu-
genic mechanisms can find better fitness values than algorithms
without them do. It also shows that the GA with greedy eugenics
can always outperform other algorithms.

Furthermore, we want to test the converged performance for
algorithms with eugenic mechanisms. We are aware that the so-
lutions found in Table II may be local optima [51]. We also
run one example for 12 h to see whether those algorithms will
be trapped in a local optimum. This scenario consists of ran-
domized data for 120 weapons and 100 targets. We want to see
when these algorithms reach the best fitness value. The reached
best fitness value and when these algorithms reach that fitness
value are listed in Table III. The fitness curves by generations
are shown in Fig. 5. Evidently, in our simulation, those curves
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TABLE IV
BEST FITNESSVALUES OBTAINED BY USING GA WITH GREEDY EUGENICS

APPLIED TOWITH AND WITHOUT CONSTRAINED ASSIGNMENT. RESULTSARE

AVERAGED OVER TEN TRIALS

TABLE V
COMPARISONS OF THEBESTSOLUTIONS OBTAINED BY VARIOUS ALGORITHMS

FOR QAP. RESULTSARE AVERAGED OVER TEN TRIALS WITH A CONSTANT

COMPUTATION TIME OF ONE HOUR

are similar and can all converge to the same fixed value. This is
because they all use the same GA framework. From Table III, it
is evident that the proposed algorithm used the least time to con-
verge to the optimal solution among those algorithms. Next, the
greedy eugenics with the constrained assignment are used. From
Table IV, it can be found that when the numbers ( )
are small, the constrained assignment can find a better solu-
tion due to its efficient search capability. However, when the
numbers increase, the found solutions become worse than those
without the constrained assignment.

Finally, we also use the greedy eugenics to test QAP [53],
[54]. QAP, one of the classical NP-hard problems, is a combina-
torial optimization problem found in the optimal assignment of
facilities to allocations. The greedy eugenics are similar to that
used for constraint WTA problems stated above; that is, to for-
ward or backward modify the assigned facility-to-location pairs
in the chromosome. In our paper, the test problems of QAP are
taken from QAPLIB [53]. The results are listed in Table V. It
is easy to see that GA with greedy eugenics also outperforms
other algorithms in QAP, as expected.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a GA with greedy eugenics is proposed to solve
general WTA problems. Even though various GAs with eugenic
mechanisms have been proposed in the literature, those eugenic
mechanisms are considered as mechanisms used for enhancing
the search capability for GA. In our research, we viewed the
search in GA as a mechanism providing a main portion of di-
versity in search and the eugenics as a major role nailing down
a local optimum for the solution provided by GA. Thus, in this
paper, the proposed eugenic scheme is to greedily reform the
current chromosome. Even though greedy algorithms may have

a great possibility of being trapped into a local optimum, due
to crossover and mutation operations and the parallel search na-
ture used in GAs, the search can easily escape from local op-
tima. When compared to existing search algorithms, including
general GA, SA, GA with general eugenics, GA with SA as
eugenics, GA with immunity as eugenics, and repeating ran-
domly made chromosome with greedy eugenics, the proposed
algorithm obviously outperforms those algorithms.
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